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The third QLab Sprint was our attempt
to reflect on the challenge “How can we
monetize Awatree’s business model to
create a scalable way through data to
save a million city trees?”.
We are so grateful for the massive support
from our interviewees, participants of
surveys, and our client AWATREE GmbH.

Last but not least, a big thank you to Boris
Gloger for his line of thoughts, Patrick
Runge and Andrea Kuhfuss for their daily
support, motivation, and teaching.
It is of great inspiration and motivation
to have met amazing people trying to
save the world through different views,
disciplines, and work.

Special thanks to our interviewees that
helped us understand the challenge of
taking care of our biodiversity through
many disciplines, methods, and ways of
thinking.
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1. Description of the task
During this sprint, we had the privilege
to work with AWATREE as our client.
Their ideas, concerns, and business
approached the question “How might we
save one million city trees through new
technologies?”.

been damaged within the past three
years due to the droughts and increasing
summer temperatures in Germany.

Through this question we approached
people that were working on saving the
biodiversity through different scales,
disciplines, and projects.

In addition, AWATREE also had the
challenge of creating a scalable business
by contributing to save urban trees, which
leads to solving the following question:
“How can we monetize Awatree’s business
model to create a scalable way through
data to save a million city trees?”.

Nevertheless, as necessary as this
question might be, it is yet too broad to
be answered. AWATREE’s primary focus is
to preserve existing urban trees that have

Knowing our tasks, we invite you to
keep reading to know more about the
methodology we used to work throughout
this sprint.
Let’s begin this journey together!
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How can we monetize
AWATREE’s business
model to create a
scalable way through
data to save a
million city trees?
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Design thinking is
a human-centered
approach to innovation
that draws from the
designer’s toolkit to
integrate the needs of
people, the possibilities
of technology, and
the requirements for
business success.
- Tim Brown
8

2. Design Thinking Approach
According to the Interactive Design
Foundation, design thinking is a nonlinear, iterative process that is used to
understand users, challenge assumptions,
redefine problems and create innovative
solutions to prototype and test. In the
said process, we Define and Explore the
problem, then Synthesize, Ideate, and
Prototype (Image 01).
Firstly, to Define and Explore, we need to
empathize with the client to understand
the challenges, possibilities, and needs
openly. For this, interviews, surveys,
personas, and roles were created to
create decisions and possible outcomes
of the previously defined challenges. In
the Synthesizing phase, we collected
the information gathered, to begin with,
the Ideation phase. It is here when we

developed storytelling of some scenarios
within the personas and prioritized some
needs from others.
We prototyped the idea that we thought
would best fit the challenges and needs
involved from this particular sprint.
As previously discussed, the Design
Thinking Process is a non-linear
methodology to generate innovative
solutions to challenges. Through five
weeks, we experienced stepping back
and forth steps many times, which helped
us present to you our outcome, which we
will explain further in this report.

Image 1. Design Thinking Double diamond approach.
Source: medium.muz.li, 2021
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3. Exploring and Understanding
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
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Climate Crisis and the relation to
the trees
The monetary value of ecosystems
in cities
Biodiversity protection and
desertification
Importance of the soil
Usage of Technology to water trees
Citizen participation and
municipality
Data of trees
Gamification
Surveys

To tackle our task, we had to understand
our challenges deeply. With this intention,
we had the opportunity to interview
specialists on the subject.
We are very grateful to them since
without them this would not have been
possible. We want to especially thank:
- Andreas Zenner:
Winkler AG
- Iveta Seidlova,
Global Biodiversity Protection
- Maarten Rome,
Van den Berk Nurseries
- Sven Kallen,
Life Terra Foundation and Volterra
- Marco Roos,
Naturalis
- Johan van Zoest,
Eindhoven University of Technology
- Christian Hönig,
BUND
- Timo Großman,
Bürgerpark Bremen
- Dagmar Haase,
Humboldt University
- Lassi Linnanen,
LUT University
- Vanessa Just,
juS.TECH AG
- Annemarie Paul,
Kuehne + Nagel
- Julian Karakott,
Carbon Offsets
- Angela Cruz Guirao,
Municipality of Campinas
- Katie Patrick,
Energy Lollipop and Urban Canopy.

3.1. Climate Crisis and relation to
the trees
As learned from our project partner,
AWATREE, Germany has faced severe
droughts during the last three years.
This issue has significantly affected the
trees, showing a lack of adaptability to
deal with changes. Most of the trees are
generally capable of surviving, but now
the conditions are far from the traditional
ones.
For instance, many experts shared a
general worry that trees are becoming so
dry that many of them are not expected
to keep their natural cycle, such as Tim
Großmann, who described the changes in
the swamp landscape of the Bürgerpark
in Bremen.
In addition, we learned from specialists
such as Maarten Rome, Dagmar Haase,
and Marco Roos that temperature
increase, water scarcity, and sunburns are
the most common causes of their death
and damage. As a result, interviewees
mentioned the need to choose more
adaptable species; however, the older
trees still must be preserved because of
their rich cultural value, significance, and
more impact on the environment.

We also learned that urban trees need
priority and help. They need more efficient
solutions, enough room to grow, and
better soil that saves water and nutrients.
It is essential to know the placement of
the tree and how it interacts with other
elements of the environment. These
factors are particularly relevant when the
tree is young and has a small crown with
limited protection.

3.2 The monetary value of
ecosystems in cities
According to research, a tree has an
underestimated monetary value, as
“a single tree provides $73 worth of air
conditioning, $75 worth of erosion control,
$75 worth of wildlife shelter, and $50 worth
of air pollution reduction. Compounding
this total of $273 for fifty years at 5%
interest results in a tree value of $57,151.”
(Kuhns, n.d., in reference to American
Forestry Association, 1992).
Furthermore, according to our interviewees
involved with planting, it is relatively easier
to explain to companies the value of
planting new trees rather than the value of
existing urban trees (that tend to appear
well and may only die in the future due
to drought). Sven Kallen has mentioned
such an aspect, detailing that it is also
difficult for companies to inform their
consumers, which is why CO2 certificates
for preserving urban trees are probably a
challenging task.
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3.3 Biodiversity protection and
desertification
The climate crisis is not the only problem
caused by the loss of trees. Marco Roos
and Christian Hönig emphasized that trees
play an essential role in the ecosystem
of cities to contribute to the biodiversity
battle and overall balance, Dagmar
Haase also emphasized the relevance
of grasslands and fields, and Linnanen
the quality and diversity. Besides, having
more green spaces increases human
health, especially kids’ immune systems
develop stronger. As a result, there is a
need to reconnect people with nature
and improve green spaces.

3.4 Importance of the soil
From experts such as Marco Roos,
Dagmar Haase, Johan van Zoest and
others, we learned that developing the
soil is commonly underestimated for the
environmental balance. When a tree dies,
CO2 is released into the atmosphere,
and the CO2 retained by the soil is more
voluminous, reaching up to 80%, thanks

.

Image 2. Diagram about biodiversity facts
Source: Authors, 2021.
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to other plants and microorganisms.
Therefore, it is essential not to over
manipulate the soil.
Trees depend on the presence of hidden
biodiversity/crypto biodiversity that
connects to the root and enables the
plant to manage water better. Hence,
every couple of years, the quality of the
soil must be measured.

3.5 Usage of Technology to
water trees
According to our interviews and overall
research, currently, the most commonly
used technologies are:
– Mapping: Drones layout to what to
plant and recognize tree spots.
– Remote sensing: cameras that can
recognize parameters that help
identify if something is in distress.
It is helpful to have very reliable water
management, but we also learned
from Maarten Romme and Marco Roos
that one should always be careful since
trees can get lazy if they have too many

.

amenities. Their roots need the search
for water to grow deeper. Technology
can help trees in some situations, but it
should not be constant, so they are not
dependent.
Andreas Zenner also gave the team
insights on how heating or isolating
solutions may be needed to protect the
trees’ watering system from frost during
winter; in this situation, electrical heating
would be the most sustainable way.
Although, according to some interviewees,
trees do not need water in winter in
countries like Finland or Germany.

3.6 Citizen participation and
municipality
Organized collective citizen actions to
water, collect data, and plant trees have
been carried out, as in the projects by
Christian Hönig, Sven Kallen, and Lassi
Linnanen. By looking at these experiences,
we have information to gain and evaluate,
such as:

– Where to get water from: the concept
of sponge city, where the city would be
able to collect rainwater and enable
citizens to provide it to the vegetation.
– Quality of the information: citizens
do not know enough about animals
dwelling on the trees. They do not know
when to stop watering either.
– Long-term engagement is challenging.
– Coordinating
water
activities
is
arduous.
However, there are many successful
examples
of
citizen
participation
(Life Terra Foundation, Gieß den Kiez
Bürgerpark). Citizens plant, track the
trees, and contribute with donations.
Most of them are willing to contribute
with very young trees. Sometimes, in their
experience the public administration
welcomed small initiatives, for example, in
schools; however, this link was commonly
inconsistent.
Social experiments have also taken place.
An example is the City of Lahti (European
Green Capital 2021) that developed a
consumption-based trading system for

.
.
.
Image 3. Diagram about tree-data related technology facts.
Source: Authors, 2021.
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individuals. On this project, participants
had quotas based on transportation
emissions; according to how much they
could reduce per week, they got discounts
in establishments.

3.7 Data of trees
Collecting information is significant in
evaluating the tree’s performance and
forecasting and identifying tree species.
We learned that there are several ways of
gathering tree-related data:
1. Underground monitoring: monitoring
trees’ health through sensors.
2. Citizen
Research:
research
by
collaborating with citizens to collect
information, as in Life Terra Foundation.
3. Data-gathering platform “Restor”:
science-based open data platform.
4. Artificial Intelligence and
Machine
Learning Algorithms for precision
monitoring.
Vanessa
Just
and
Annemarie Paul shared that AI is
still new in this field and can play a
tremendous role in protecting and
managing city trees. We can train the
software or create machine learning
algorithms by providing relevant
information and data about the trees’
health, nutrient requirements, water
availability, satellite data, weather

conditions, etc., making the entire
network intelligent.

3.8 Gamification
To support the actions towards climate
change, we recognize the need to
educate people to be concerned about
climate change. Only with education can
people be concerned and act afterward.
Gamification is an ambient persuasive
technology; it persuades the user without
receiving conscious attention. This
insight came from Katie Patrick, who had
previous experiments with solar energy
and neighborhood engagement (Image
4).
Ways for successful gamification are the
progress tracking, behavior chart, realtime data environment change, getting
people to look at the data changes how
they behave, offering rewards, color
grading, emotive characters as animals,
and many others.
We defined potential partners and
users according to our experts’ insights
and additional research. We thought of
developing a B2C proposal with an active
role of customers.

Image 4. Katie Patrick’s urban canopy. Each land parcel is assigned a “heat score” as a number out
of 10 based on the average thermal reading of the property area. You can compare one property’s
heat score against another and rank all the properties in a district. Source: Urban Canopy
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3.9 Surveys
From Monday 15th of November until
Thursday 18th of November of 2021, we
directed two online surveys through
Survey Monkey, one towards citizens and
the other to companies. The first survey
was aimed at citizens from different parts
of the world, ages, and occupations. Our
main concerns were to know whether
people would be interested in taking care
of the trees and the ways they would
contribute. We also were interested in
knowing if the idea of monitoring and
taking care of trees through digital forms
was appealing to them and if they were
aware of the climate crisis damage on
urban trees.
Citizens’ responses
Students led the profile of the participants
(55%), followed by waged employees
(25%). Most of the participants were 2030 years (65%), followed by 31-40-yearolds. It is also interesting to know that 57%
of the participants identified as females.

Image 5. Map of responses. Source: Authors, 2021.

Through 175 responses, we discovered
that almost 81% of participants would be
interested in paying to protect or adopt
trees; 90% of said participants mentioned
that the amount of money they would
pay goes from 1€ to 5€.
On the other hand, people who would not
pay for it were of this opinion because they
saw it as a government’s responsibility.
They also thought it would be too
expensive; they would rather donate
to other causes, skepticism, volunteer
instead, or did not believe the damage of
trees was a problem(Image 6). We also
learned that most have not taken care of
a public tree (42%) but would like to (35%).
Another interesting learning factor was
the level of concern for the climate crisis
the participants showed: While most of
them showed somewhat a high level of
concern, only 5% were not so concerned
about it. Last but not least, we learned
that people would be keener to monitor
trees if their neighborhood is involved,
and they would monitor them through
physical inspection and an app.

15

Image 7. Opinions of why would you pay for taking care of an urban tree?

Image 6. Opinions of why would you not pay for taking care of an urban tree?
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Companies’ survey
Then, the second survey was aimed
at companies. We were interested in
knowing the concern of current German
companies to tackle the climate crisis
and their interest in protecting urban
trees.
We had a total of eleven responses of
companies, which were approached in
a more objective and direct way than
the citizen’s survey. We believe that the
reason of receiving eleven responses is
not only due to the way of approaching,
but also the specific questions that were
meant to be directed towards companies
similar to AWATREE.
Though the questions were quite specific,
we learned from eleven companies that
the Sustainable Development Goals1 are
known in the field. Although almost 17%
of these companies do not reduce their
carbon footprint, they are trying to do
it. The rest of companies try to reduce
their carbon footprint through different
approaches, such as clear standards,
digitization of processes, “no flight
policies,” water recycling, among others.
When considering obtaining a carbon
certificate, we also found out that the
responses are quite divided; almost 42%
of companies have already considered
getting a carbon certificate, while the
same amount does not know yet, leaving
16% of companies uninterested.

We invite you to follow the total responses
of both surveys with the following QR
codes:

Image 8. Results of the
survey for citizens

Image 9. Results of the survey
for enterprises

Finally, as 83% responded to be highly
concerned about the climate crisis, 50%
of them would consider compensating
for emissions with a watering project/
taking care of trees. In comparison, 33%
would think about it.
1 The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a universal
call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure
that all people enjoy peace and prosperity. Source: https://
shop.undp.org/pages/what-are-the-sdgs-the-sustainabledevelopment-goals
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4. Ideating
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Personas
Analogue Experiment
Mobile App
Awareness Project
Flowchart

The ideating phase relates to connecting
and developing solutions by “using
the selected risks, brainstorm possible
mitigation approaches” for the challenge
while considering the broad background
information analyzed in the previous
phases.
For the challenge of AWATREE, the ideating
process derived from looking at the
personas created, as they embody the
potentials and struggles of linking people
to the cause of urban trees as a business
solution. Sofia, Aryan, Hans, and Julia had
different needs addressed by different
solutions that ideally connect to the offer
of AWATREE.
Sofia and Aryan, as a target group, are
more aware and open to connect to a
digital solution. Julia needs a solution to
be brought to daily life. While Hans, needs
a large-scale solution.
As a result, we designed two personalized
but integrated approaches:
1. The mobile application and platform
for more acquainted users.
2. The awareness project: which aims to
broaden the audience of AWATREE.
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4.1 Personas

Personas are part of the design thinking
process. We synthesized our results from
the survey, combining what we learned
from the real people’s profiles into
fictional characters that embody their
main aspects.

Sofia Studentina

Julia Parentina

Moreover, the personas have a story, a
background that assists in understanding
the needs and desires of our target groups,
and how we, in the design thinking, can
develop a solution that better addresses
those needs and connects this user to
AWATREE.

Hans Freemann

Aryan Teenagy

19
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Sofia Studentina
Key Information
– Italian student in Germany.
– Lives in a shared apparment and has
no children.
– Goes out quite a lot (university, friends).
– Has a lot of future plans and is
concerned about the environment.
Goals and Needs
– Wants to graduate and find a job in her
city and continue enjoying the nature
in it.
– Wants to fight against climate change.
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Problems and Challenges
– Not a lot of money.
– Not stable schedule (exams,
presentations, part-time jobs).
– Needs to feel the impact and
“personalise” the tree.
Options and Alternatives
– Small payment.
– Volunteer to take care of the tree.
– Adopt a tree.

Julia Parentina
Key Information
– German first parent living in a middle
sized city (eg. Kassel, Erfurt, Ulm).
– Lives in an apartment with her partner,
child, and dog.
– Works in a firm: uses public
transportation.
– Walks with child everyday in the park.,
mostly in the evenings.
– Financially stable / tax payer.
– Is not entirely aware/informed of the
climate crisis.
Goals and Needs
– Wants more activities with her family.
– Wants a “better future” for the child.
– Wants to keep working in her current
field and firm.

Problems and Challenges
– Believes Germany is green enough,
and that the government should care
for these issues.
– She doesn’t know how to take care of
trees.
– She would not have the time to care
for a public tree due to her child and
work.
Options and Alternatives
– Climate crisis awareness.
– Possible activities for kids.
– Easy and intuitive platform/service.
21
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Hans Freemann
Key Information
– German owner or manager of trees
(park, nursery, etc).
– Has knowledge about sustainability
and trees.
– Does gardening in his house.
– Healthy but without a lot of physical
energy.
– 20+ years of work experience.
– Has free time.
Goals and Needs
– Is noticing how the climate crisis
affects trees and doesn’t know how to
act.
– Does not have enough resources
to take care of all the trees he is
responsible for.
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Problems and Challenges
– Limited access to technology, and
skeptical.
– Feels no support from government
and public.
– Has a budget but invests if seeing
positive results.
– Not willing to go far.
Options and Alternatives
– Physical inspection of trees.
– Willing to pay to protect nature.
- Not willing to experiment with new
systems.

.

.

Aryan Teenagy
Key Information
– Indian teenager.
– Extremely connected to technology
(eg.: Social media and games).
– Knows a lot about the climate crisis.
– Likes to hang out with his friends,
mostly in forests or parks.
Goals and Needs
– He is aware of the future and wants to
act upon it.
– Wants to spend his time in a nice
way (extracurricular activities, new
hobbies).

Problems and Challenges
– Small budget.
– He depends on adults.
– Feels cheated by previous generations.
– He doesn’t know much about trees.
Options and Alternatives
– Learning chances.
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4.2 Analogue Experiment
Following the survey and interviews, we
also conducted an experiment to test
people’s interest and curiosity for this
topic in the urban realm, and to generate
a proof of concept. For this, we printed
flyers with a QR code (Image 10) that
directed the person to a webpage (Image
11) with visitor counters.
Said website had the options of selecting
whether the user would like to download
the app or donate to save a tree.
We hung a total of 248 posters in Piacenza,
Italy; Weimar, Berlin, Munich, and Bremen
in Germany and Shimla in India. From
the total number of posters, 18.9% were
scanned. It is interesting to say that 51%
of people who scanned chose to donate
and 42.5% of people chose to download
the app.

Image 11. Mockup of website used for the analogue
experiment. Source: Authors with base image from
Canva, 2021.
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Image 10. Posters in English, German
and Italian. Source: Authors, 2021.

Image 12. Poster in Shimla, India. Source: Image 13. Poster
in
Authors, 2021.
Source: Authors, 2021.

Piacenza,

Italy.

Image 14. Poster in Munich, Germany. Source: Image 15. Poster in Berlin, Germany. Source:
Authors, 2021.
Authors, 2021.
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Image 16. Posters in Bremen and Weimar, Germany
Source: Authors, 2021.

Image 17. Posters in Munich, Germany. Source:
Authors, 2021.
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4.3 Mobile App
For the application, the goal is to be
the interface where users interact with
AWATREE’s
solution
for
monitoring
and watering urban trees remotely.
The concept provides users with a
social media and gaming experience,
connecting trees and people through
their digital avatars.
Another aspect of the digital proposal is a
platform for commercial and larger scale
applications for landowners, nursery and
private parks, where these stakeholders
can manage sets of trees.

protecting trees and can further spread
the idea.

The addressed needs of the users include
promoting the real-time feeling and
feedback that they are having a positive
impact on the environment, according
to their financial and social profile.
Furthermore, the great potential of the
idea relies on creating a community
of users who share the same goal of

The value proposition for the users
includes that people become engaged
by having an active role on the platform.
Also, they are not just paying a water
subscription; they act upon a global crisis.
Each person is a superhero for the rest of
the world while connecting with real trees.
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The App concept includes other functions
aside from the tree-people interaction, for
example, having tokens and advertising
from commercial partners or institutional
partners in the case of municipalities. This
function increases the source of revenue
for AWATREE besides the single-user
subscription. In addition, users can also
have an active role on the platform when
acting as “live sensors” on the trees.

Image 18. Collage of possible marketing approach online. Source: edition by authors, with base image
from AWATREE and Canva, 2021.

4.4 Awareness Project
The awareness project aims to increase
the number of users of AWATREE’s solution
by reaching other target groups that are
yet not so familiar, don’t have an action
plan, feel helpless or powerless to act
towards the climate crisis and its effect
on urban trees. Through this proposal
this group, could be made aware of
their environmental impact, the benefits
of their engagement on social status
and health while also learning about
AWATREE’s initiative as a compensation
tool.

workshops, and online events running on
both modes, online and in-person.
The public for such a strategy would be
individuals unrelated to the climate crisis,
who delegate responsibility only to the
government. The awareness project also
seeks to reach organizational structures
that have potential towards a large set of
trees, such as enterprises, private parks,
landowners, or companies from diverse
fields searching for a mitigation solution.

The concept of the awareness project
would be applied to media campaigns,

Image 19. Collage of possible marketing approach in the street. Source: edition by authors, with base
image from AWATREE and Canva, 2021.
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4.5 Flowchart
The following diagrams demonstrate how
users would have different journeys across
the digital solutions after their point of
contact - what happens once they enter
the website or download the application.
Every type of user previously explored
as personas would have a personalized
experience, and on the chart, it is possible
to describe what their interaction might
reflect for AWATREE.
User Journey in the Platform
On the following graph, it can be seen
how two different target groups of the
platform would interact with AWATREE’s
concept, on the one side, the landowners,
nurserie owners, park administrators, and
on the other side, the environmentally
concerned companies.
According to their different interests, they
would be directed to a visual narrative,

either on learning how smart watering
and monitoring can help their trees - or
in the case of companies, how they can
support urban trees from drought. In
both cases, it is expected that users can
visualize their collection of trees online,
with real-time information about their
health and supply conditions.
For AWATREE, the benefit would be to
create:
– More game players, in case a company
has their employers interacting with
their own set of adopted trees or
then join the other app solution as
individuals;
– Large
scale
subscription
tree
managers could subscribe to have
their trees monitored through AWATREE
technology and do it through the
platform;
– Companies could acquire their
compensation certificate as proof
of their support to urban trees with
AWATREE. Such certification would
not be binding as a carbon footprint

Image 20. Flowchart, different user journeys in the website and interaction with AWATREE.

30 Source: Authors, with tool lucid.app, 2021.

User Journey in the App
The mobile application has a different
focus than the platform, and the goal is
to reach the target groups individually.
After installing the app, users would be
filtered by their age, then presented to
personalized experiences to get involved
and engaged in the cause of urban trees
with AWATREE.
For Julia as a representative of a less
environmentally aware group, with age
between 35-50 years, the attractiveness
of the app would be linked to the
competition potential with other friends,
the sense of belonging to a community,
gaining
daily-life
knowledge,
and
collecting tokens from business partners
of the game. This person’s journey
starts by gaining information about the
environmental benefits of a tree in their
neighborhood, with data translated to an
approachable and exciting language.

On the other side, the younger audience
would have a different relation to
the game, initially attracted by the
interaction with AR, the natural trees,
and avatars, collecting game points and
fighting against climate change. In their
experience, the visualization would be
directed at getting to know their city trees
through augmented reality.
For both users in the app, the initial
narrative and engaging phase would
be followed by a call for action. The
user would play and/or adopt an actual
tree, through watering and monitoring
efforts by providing data or paying for a
subscription of the game.
For AWATREE, the main revenues from the
mobile app would come from the user’s
payment of subscriptions, commercial
partners ads and vouchers. Also, there is
a potential yet to be explored in the data
collected by the players.

Image 21. Flowchart, different user journeys in the mobile app and interaction with AWATREE.
Source: Authors, with tool lucid.app, 2021.
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5. Prototyping
5.1. The App
5.2. How to interact with the
app?
5.3. Potential Partners
5.4. Potential Users
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This phase of the process explores how
we could merge the ideas developed
and evaluate them from the user’s
perspective.
Therefore, we simulated the most potential
branch from our app journeys previously
planned, addressing individual people as
described in the following sections.

5.1 The App
The app is an interactive game experience
that gives you access to information
about different species of trees, their
nutrient and water needs, and real-time
feedback from the trees. It also allows the
user to share his/her progress in social
media.

The game is an interactive platform that
aims to playfully attract and involve
people in caring for and protecting trees.
Users can design their digital avatars as
the tree-savior, and they can learn which
city trees in their area require assistance
and which trees are in good health. The
users are superheroes who safeguard the
trees when they are in danger or need
support.
Tokens and Rewards
It is benefits we provide to users who
enrol for the app and help to protect the
trees. It is a token of appreciation and an
indication of the sustainable behaviour of
users, can be attached to benefits from
partners apart from the attestation of
commitment to the environmental cause.
Volunteering

Volunteering is an activity that students
and young people can take it up as a part
Image 22. Prototype of the App. Source: Authors
time job. The nearest volunteer would
with base image from Canva, 2021.
then water the tree physically. Volunteers
can also update the pictures of the trees
to the players.
Subscription and Monitoring
In this part, a user can click a tree
photograph, and the algorithm will give
information about the tree’s health
and moisture content. Connected to
satellite data, the user will get a real-time
notification on his mobile phone when
there is an urgent need for the tree.
Adoption
This part of the application encourages
users to adopt a city tree and be part
of the tree-saving community. It helps
develop a network of people who have
the same intentions to protect the trees
together and spread the word around.
The Game

The Website
The website has the purpose of using
the platform of AWATREE to monitor
trees from a large collection. It supports
stakeholders monitoring and managing
their own trees, for example in nurseries
or parks, as they would have all the
information from their tree health in one
platform - therefore being able to provide
the necessary resources in a smart way.
It also support companies to adopt a
set of urban trees to be monitored and
watered. On both cases these type of
user would pay a commercial type of
subscription.
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Image 23. Prototype of the website. Source: Authors with base image from Canva, 2021.

Image 24. Prototype of the adoption of a tree. Source: Authors with base image
from Canva, 2021.
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Image 25. Prototype of the game. Source: Authors with base image from Canva, 2021.

Image 26. Prototype of the volunteering in the game. Source: Authors with base image from Canva,
2021.
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5.2 How to interact with the app?
To understand and visualize how each
persona would interact with our prototype,
we developed real-life stories for each
character. The stories showcase the
versatility and flexibility of the solutions

that AWATREE offers for people of varying
age groups and personalities.

Sofia Studentina

Image 27. Sofia’s storymap. Source: Authors with illustrations from Canva, 2021.

Description:
Sofia is a student who walks after her
meals. One day, while walking after her
lunch, a QR code on a tree caught her
attention. She moves closer to the tree
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and scans the code with her smartphone.
She is redirected to an app that invites
her to be a volunteer to save the trees in
her city. She happily accepts the prospect
and continues her walk.

Hans Freemann

Image 28. Hans’s storymap. Source: Authors with illustrations from Canva, 2021.

Description:
Hans is an owner of a nursery. One day
during the summer season, he notices
his plants drying up and dying. He worries
about the plants but is skeptical of
technology; he can’t monitor all his plants
properly.

Later that day, he sees an advertisement
in the newspaper that talks about an app
that can help monitor the soil and tree
data. He instantly downloads the app,
and through it, he is able now to keep
track of his trees perfectly.
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Julia Parentina

Image 29. Julia’s storymap. Source: Authors with illustrations from Canva, 2021.

Description:
Julia is a working woman who uses public
transport to commute to her workplace.
One morning, she misses her usual bus
and therefore has to wait until the next
bus arrives.
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While waiting, an advertisement catches
her attention which talks about adopting
a tree and getting a free bus ride in return.
Julia is impressed by this offer, and she
decides to adopt a tree and put forward
her contribution towards tackling the
climate crisis.

Aryan Teenagy

Image 30. Aryan’s storymap. Source: Authors with illustrations from Canva, 2021.

Description:
One evening, Aryan visits a park close to
his house where his friend asks him if he
has started using the app VICTREE.
Aryan inquisitively asks his friend for more
details about the app and learns that it
is an augmented reality-based game

where players can help trees as a team
and earn points in return.
The prospect of a competitive game
instantly garners Aryan’s attention, and
he downloads the app, plays it with his
friends, and soon achieves the title of a
tree superhero virtually.
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5.3 Potential Partners
During the research, we identified
potential partners who can have an
impact or cooperation with the concepts
by AWATREE, as the following:
– DGGL (German Society of Garden
Art and Landscape Culture): DGGL
is a joint initiative of the DGGL ev, the
French Ministry of Culture, the Institut
français Germany and the German
National Committee for Monuments.
It is a non-profit organization active in
all federal states in Germany.

– TEEB: Global biodiversity initiative
focused on making the value of nature
visible.

– iTree: software suite that provides
urban and rural forestry analysis and
benefits assessment tools.

– BUND: The German Federation for
Environment and Nature Conservation.

– CityLab Berlin: they test agile methods
for public administration and develop
needs-based smart city solutions for
and with the citizens of Berlin.

– Gieß den Kiez: Project by the CITYLab,
aims at protecting trees in Berlin.

– Volterra Ecosystems: provider of
services in ecosystem management
and soil management within the
environmental sector in Spain and
throughout Europe.
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– Game
industry
companies,
Eg.
Nintendo
– Supermarkets and retailers (REWE,
Edeka)
– Gyms (McFit, FITSTAR)
– Municipalities and Utility providers
– Local businesses

5.4 Potential Users
During the survey, we collected close to 175
responses which helped us understand
people’s opinions towards our cause. We
identified a strong potential of involving
citizens with the project, as mentioned in
literature, there are benefits of “partnering
with citizens in the planning process (City
of Bend (n.d.) in reference to Cogan and
Sharpe, 1986)”:
– Information and ideas on public issues.
– Public support for planning discussions.
– Spirit of cooperation and trust between
the agency and the public.
– Avoidance of protracted conflicts and
costly delays.
– Reservoir of goodwill which can carry
over to future generations.

We tried to figure out the user groups we
could target with the proposed solutions
based on the survey results. The results
pointed out the following categories for
potential users:
– Teenagers and students who could
be volunteers and offer assistance in
monitoring and watering the trees in
person.
– Adults who are concerned about
climate change and would prefer
to adopt a tree and monitor its
development remotely.
– People/enterprises
who
manage
nurseries and parks require a
monitoring platform to check the
moisture levels of the soil, tree health
and overall performance.

Image 31. Diagram of the role of AWATREE with potential partners and users . Source: Authors with
illustrations from Canva, 2021.
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6. What is next?
6.1.
6.2.
6.3.
6.4.
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Crowdfunding
Instagram Campaigning
Certificates
Cooperation with parks

One of the biggest challenges of the
current sprint beyond the actual care and
maintenance of the trees, is to implement
the gained knowledge into the future
practice of AWATREE. On the following
headings, there are ideas of how the
outset can happen.

6.1 Crowdfunding
Crowdfunding campaigns are a way to
finance and give visibility for a start-up
project like AWATREE. The concept requires
that the business idea and the company
be explained in an introductory video,
mentioning the desired financial goal
and the dates of the project. In return, the
platform used to launch the campaign
gets a share of the money raised.
A reward can be offered for the supporters,
for example, exclusive promotional items,
early access, public recognition, or
exclusive content.
The timeframe for a campaign usually is
30-90 days, and if the target amount is
not reached, the money will be transferred
back (depending on the organizer, as for
Kickstarter). It also needs a social media
strategy that offers extensive media
coverage and a setup news feed for
backers.
The advantages include: collecting
valuable feedback and market insights
and building a loyal community before
launch. Meanwhile, the disadvantages
are the difficulty of giving a local feeling
while addressing a broad audience.

Some platforms for crowdfunding are the
following:
– Market leader: Kickstarter. The target
group is all products. The costs: 5% of
revenue + 3-5 % processing fee. Only
if the goal is achieved it is possible
to keep the investment made by the
supporters. Otherwise, it is returned
to them, which gives the investors a
sense of reassurance.
– Indiegogo: it is the second biggest
platform; it charges around 5% of
revenue. The company keeps the
money even if the goal is not achieved
(flexible funding). It is less about
products, more about ideas.
– Crowdfunder: Investors get shares
or stocks for their money. There are
different subscription models.
– Experiment:
supports
scientific
projects.
– Crowdsupply: supports innovative and
extraordinary products.
– SeedInvest: high scalability, focused
on startups and companies. 7,5% fee
(if the goal is achieved), not as fast as
other platforms (set up takes 60 days).
In conclusion, the average crowdfunding
collected amount is €5,000 - €8,000 which is relatively low according to the
campaign’s goal. The long lead time

Image 32. Prototype of crowdfunding. Source: Authors, 2021.
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helps get media attention and build
social media channels to promote the
campaign. “Backers” as supporters of the
campaign expect something in return.
For the case of AWATREE, virtual awards
or trees are challenging to convey and
demonstrate to people. One way to reach
is through people on the platforms and
browse or are looking for other things and
come across the concept. Crowdfunding
is a marketing campaign that can provide
reach and awareness.

6.2 Instagram Campaign
The goal of Instagram campaigning
is to capture the interest of potential
consumers
and
partners,
thereby
converting them into customers. This
could be achieved through regular posts
and stories on the Instagram handle,
which would carry content like a typical
post and would not be a direct marketing
strategy, but a rather subtle one. The
audience would perceive the post as a
general update from AWATREE combined
with advertisement. In contrast, a
particular ad or update can be embedded
in the description section of each post.

to propagate the agenda. Influencers are
often perceived as mass leaders and have
a pre-assembled follower base, which
could be pivotal in steering marketing.

6.3 Certificates
The use of recognized certificates is less
feasible in the case of AWATREE. There
are recognized projects like the UNREDD program, which take care of tree
preservation; however, these focus on
forests outside Europe. Official certificates
for urban trees in Germany are therefore
not yet apparent. Furthermore, it isn’t easy
to calculate the actual CO2 savings for a
certificate, as the current proposal does
not imply new trees capturing CO2, rather
implies on improving the performance of
existing trees.
In addition, from a marketing point of
view, it is also exciting for companies to
buy certificates that plant trees instead
of protecting them. Since sustainable
behavior is becoming more and more
critical for companies, it is assumed that
companies prefer planting to protecting
trees.

Apart from regular ads and updates, the
social media handles can also be used
for Call To Action initiatives. These specific
posts would have a catchy image and a
corresponding description to summon
people.

Nevertheless, non-official certificates can
be issued and used. These are not official
but can still show the impact to which the
purchase/subscription contributes and
include their employees’ engagement
with the company’s adopted trees.

The posts would be in “carousel format”,
where the users can slide across multiple
images in a single post. Swiping diverse
photos in one post instigates more
interest, creates a seamless flow of
information, and engages the users
significantly longer.

6.4 Cooperation with parks

Apart from the steps mentioned above,
AWATREE can collaborate with specific
influencers dedicated to a similar cause
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In addition to urban trees in dense innercity areas, there are also urban trees in
parks. In these parks, citizens seek rest,
relaxation, sports, and leisure activities.
Thus, it is a space where people walk
around with their eyes wide open to nature
and has the active potential to promote
the saving of trees. The people there are

also relatively close and, therefore, it is
recommended to approach the citizens.
Here is an overview of the ten best city
parks in Germany according to Google
reviews:
- Volkspark Wulheide, Berlin.
- Park Sanssouci, Potsdam.
- Großer Garten, Dresden.
- Planten un Blomen, Hamburg.
- Rhododendronpark, Bremen.
- Schlossgarten Charlottenburg, Berlin.
- Schlossgarten Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe.
- Hohenheimer Gärten, Stuttgart.
- Knoops Park, Bremen.
- Staatspark Karlsruhe Karlswiese, Kassel.
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Notes
on copyright, all images and
collages were edited by our team
members within the graphic resources of
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Infographics) and Lucid.app.
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authors for content - including graphics,
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the authors.
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